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Preliminary

This "Rose survey" represents the original survey done by Fred Breaze and Jean Frey in the late 1980s documenting the History Old Garden Roses existing within the Cemetery, and upon which this "Historic Memorial Rose" map is based. Thousand were originally planted as "MEMORIAL ROSES" in years past, and remain today. Old Garden Roses and Modern Roses, which have been planted by others in the rose of the Cemetery are not included in this list.

Refer to attachments for Maps and GPS coordinates for each of the roses surveyed.
1 - Elisabeth's Red China
2 - Archduke Charles - Drew Plot
3 - Aimee Vbert - Eastman Plot
4 - Two Manetti
5 - Lamarque - Hopkins Pioneer Section
6 - Two Gloire des Rosomaines - Pioneer Plot
7 - Duchesse de Brabant - Hamilton Square
8 - Soffano - Hamilton Square
9 - Duchesse de Brabant
10 - Maretti
11 - Gloire des Rosomaines
12 - Odorata
13 - Duchesse de Brabant
14 - Odorata